
Glenn Tracy - Re: Comments for Quad Cities Inspection report from Jack Grobe

From: Zan-Shing (Ray) Hsu 
To: Adeline Saso 
Date: Mon, Sep 25, 2000 9:13 AM 
Subject: Re: Comments for Quad Cities Inspection report from Jack Grobe 

Adeline, 
Thanks! I will do so go forward the report in NRR, then for regional SES concurrence before the report 

issued.  

Ray 

>>> Adeline Saso 09/22 9:28 AM >>> 
I spoke with Jack Grobe yesterday just before I left and he asked that you go forward without his 

comments. He said that other people had similar and related comments, and he is confident the changes 

made will address his concerns. Jack will see it again prior to regional concurrence at which time he can 

capture anything that might have been missed.  

I will also call you to confirm you received this.  

Thanks, 
Addi 

The number I was given by his office and where I sent the document was 301-415-2222. I gave a copy of 

your email to Jack Grobe so he is aware you need his comments.  

Thanks, 
Addi 

>>> Zan-Shing (Ray) Hsu 09/20 4:24 PM >>> 
Adeline, 
I talked to Glenn Tracy by phone this afternoon refering to the comments which Jack Grobe faxed to 

Glenn last Friday. Glenn said he was in Office very late last Friday and he didn't get the fax material from 

Jack last Friday. He also asked me and his secretary to looking for it.  

I will search the fax materials on Glenn's mail boxes, tables and ask his secretary to double check any 

possible place this faxed comments could be located.  

In addition to what I am doing in NRR, I would like to ask you to check two things from Rill for me: 

1. Which phone number did you or Jack use to fax his comments: 301-415-2968, 301-415-2222 or 

other number? 
2. Could you fax Jack comments to me (please use 301-415-2968), if he can find his notes for his 

comments or reproduce it? 

The Quad Cities OSRE inspection report would go nowhere without the comments from Jack 

Grobe.  

Thanks! 

Ray Hsu 

CC: Glenn Tracy, Richard Rosano
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